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SOPHIE KASSER, The Feminine Body in Dance: Woman’s Writing (El
cuerpo femenino en la danza: escritura de mujer, p.19). Inspired by the
creators of modern dance –women who set out from the self, from their
personal experience, making their strength out of it, creating authority- I
have wanted, in this text, to link together my practice and experience of
gestural theatre, inscribed on my woman’s body, and dance, an art practised
by many more women, and men.
The article presents dance as a place of freedom that women have found, a
cultural space from where to create their meaning, where to express
something of their own through themes that are close to an experience of
feminine life, through the bodies and texts of women.
Dancing, the dancer uses her body –her work tool- as her word creating a
language of its own. There comes about a movement of life that comes
close to poetry, where the divine slips over language, and putting itself into
action, opens up a territory where practice can give rise to theory.
MONTSERRAT OBIOLS I BOU, This article seeks to act as a summary of
the PhD thesis “Convent Life in Medieval Catalonia: Santa Maria de Valldau-
ra  (1241-1399)”. (El monestir de Santa Maria de Valldaura, un espai de
dones, p.41). An attempt to approach the history of a small Cistercian
women’s monastery situated in the town of Olvan, in the region of Berguedà.
I have tried to highlight the main phases or the important moments that the
monastery went through after its hermitic origins dated around the year
1006; its becoming the community of the Cistercian Order in 1241; the
different attempts of the Order and the Papacy to impose the cloistered life
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onto the nuns and the definitive transfer to the town of Manresa. I do not talk
of a patrimonial study nor the different spiritual, religious and social move-
ments that we might find in those times, but rather, above all, I want to
express the excitement, the history of a group of women of different ages
and situations who would look for and find a space of their own, a common
space, spiritual and free and the happenings that they lived through in order
to conserve it. As is also my experience, as a researcher, from the present,
at the moment of studying them.
LARA CORRADI, The Days and the Jobs: A Story of Itinerant Research into
Work (Los días y los trabajos: relato de la investigación itinerante sobre el
trabajo, p. 57) In the text the author tells us, almost in the form of a diary of
the journey of itinerant research into work undertaken between 2006 and
2007 in Verona, Mesina and Rome. The text contains a brief introduction
which illustrates the central themes of the seminars —in Verona “The
Material and the Immaterial”, in Mesina “Work and Productivity”, in Rome
“Rules and Freedom”— and the methodological and interpretative keys with
which they were dealt —the historical meaning of the present, the reference
to experience, the linguistic re-invention—. In sum, the author reproduces in
the form of notes and annotations the words of the women and men
participants in the three phases of the seminar, trying to bring out the
development of the journey amongst reflections and experiences of people
belonging to very diverse realities due to their territorial and work contexts.
ANTONIA DE VITA, The Workplace Rethinking the Economic (El lugar del
trabajo repensando lo económico, p. 73). The author develops some hypo-
theses which arose in the course of her itinerant research concerning the
relationships between the material and immaterial: a excess of immateriality
and necessities and desires of materiality. Through the analysis of the new
forms of contemporary alienation ond of the processes of de-materialisation
of knowledge and know-how, the author locates elements and guidelines for
a reappropriation of the provesses that are capable of keeping alive the
meaning and flavour of knowledge.
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CRISTINA COMETTI AND LUCIA BERTELL, The “Short Chain” Thin-
king. A Search for Measure Between Materiality and Immateriality in
Life and in Work (El pensamiento “de cadena corta”. Búsqueda de
medida entre materialidad e inmaterialidad en la vida y en el trabajo, p.
85). A dialogue, that has been taking place for a long time, between two
friends whose professions are different but, in one way or another,
marked by elements of great immateriality: here we condense ten years
of constant, vital, shared or solitary, tension of the soul and of thought;
and of concrete attempts. Through the years, they have launched
questions to one another in the face of the need to decipher the modes
of production that take place through the medium of language, appea-
rance, falsehood. Subjective but collective questions. And no definitive
answer. The different daily activities, which are asked for sustenance
and also freedom, express work pathologies, damage suffered by
dematerialised bodies in need of materiality, feed the homesickness for
the land. Here it is affirmed that no change is decisive in itself, neither on
an individual nor social level, if it keeps the same logia of consumption
and production. A thinking is needed that is made essential.
GIOVANNA LA MAESTRA, Is There a Lack of Work in the South? Questio-
ning Experience in Order to Get Away From Exemplifying (¿En el sur falta el
trabajo? Interrogar la experiencia para salir de la ejemplificación, p. 95). The
article relates the experience of two associations that have worked for years
in Mesina, in the south of Italy, in relation to fundamental problems for the
area they work in, and not only that one. How to think big and experience in
small? What economy is necessary and natural in a structure founded on
responsibility? How to remake the relationships between creativity and
organisation? How to create educational itineraries that allow for the putting
into play of the relationship between reality and representation? What is
productive and what is unproductive? What relationship is there between
voluntary work and work? How to restore usage value to research? The
author responds to these questions by bringing out to the light the elements
and the proposals that have arisen out of her educational experience and
political passion.
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RITA CORSI, The Work of Colours (El trabajo de colores, p. 109). The
author, from the specificity of her work as a teacher, asks herself about the
meaning that should be attributed to this particular activity and about the
significance acquired by the relationships between the subjects incolved. Is
it possible to find a relational form that is capable of guaranteeing the quality
of these relationships? And, following on from this, can we trust that we will
reach a satisfactory interpretation of what happens to us in our lives? Is it
possible, through this route, to come to the pint of freeing ourselves from the
established meanings that oblige our lives towards the repetion of what
already is? In dialogue with some women thinkers of the century that has
just ended and basing herself on her own personal experience, the author
proposes, especially, a reflection upon the meaning of a sisparate relations-
hip such as there is between teacher and pupil and, more in general, she
tries to reflect upon what it means to "work" when we manage to extract this
fundamental human area, in a de-aterialisation thay always affects us.
CHIARA ZAMBONI, Of the university and its needs (Sobre la universidad y
sus necesidades, p. 121). Comments on the changes that have taken place
in the last years in the university, with the reformo of the education. She is
critic about the processes, and specially she comments on the university
needs to recover its essential aspects.
REMEI ARNAUS I MORRAL AND ANNA M. PIUSSI, The Free Sense of
Being University Women in the Present (El sentido libre del ser universita-
rias en el presente, p. 127). We set out from the fact that out of the desire and
freedom of women, the feminine revolution of the twentieth century has
brought about a radical change in the world which is the real presence of
women in a shared world, and specifically in the world of work. Also in the
present day university: women students are the majority and there are more
and more women lecturers and researchers who work there. In the text we
explore the meaning of the paradox this presents us with, on the one hand,
on seeing the evidence of this feminine presence in the university and, on
the other hand, we perceive that the university institution, the university
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politics, has not allowed itself to be transformed by this change, and neither
has it entered into dialogue with the free sense that quite a lot – or many –
women are guided by in our doing at the university today in lecturing, in
research and in management; nor with the free sense that some men also
bring. We are guided by the desire to understand with more clarity what the
free sense of sexual difference is really showing us, with questions and
possibilities that are opening out to us in this present historical time that is so
delicate and uncertain, and at the same time, with so much desire for
something new, of sense, and creative.
We present the text in two parts, in a dialogue in relationship. The first part,
written by Remei Arnaus, in which she asks how it is that the free sense of
being woman in the university does not bring in a visible way more recogni-
tion of feminine authority and, the second part, written by Anna M. Piussi
which speaks to us of the need to attend to the reality of the present and of
the possibilities that feminine freedom opens up in relation to the desire
being unfolded by the women and men students, some men, and other men
and women educators for a new political actuation.
